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ANSWERED!
What is
IngressVMS

IngressVMS is FingerTec’s
fully automated web-based
Visitor Management System
designed to seamlessly
manage the influx of
visitors coming in and out
of your premises.
IngressVMS comes
complete with intact
records and is fully
integrated with FingerTec’s
Ingress Door Access System
for a secured visitor
management system.

Why is VMS important?

The rapidly changing world demands each organization to
take a closer look into the security issues and loopholes of
its facilities. Preemptive measures have to be taken and an
appropriate system needs to be in place to safeguard
facilities from outside and inside threats, securing
personnel and property simultaneously. Apart from
securing a facility with access control system, visitor
management system is about having the details of visitors
who visit a facility and making employees jointly
responsible for visitors they are bringing inside the
company. By having a Visitor Management System in place
complete with prior registration and ID identification, a
company can easily keep the wrong people out and only let
the right people in, keeping everybody safe at all times.

What are IngressVMS’s important
features?
Expedite visitor registration process online
IngressVMS offers incoming visitors with online preregistration where organizations can process the approval
online, which can save a lot of time on both ends. Visitors
can get approval before coming over, and the system can
filter the good visitors from the bad ones to safeguard the
premise(s).

Sift out hostile visitors and maintain a
clean visitor list
With sufficient information on hand, an organization can
filter visitors who can be allowed into their premise(s).
Those who fail to adhere to the rules and guidelines of
visitors will be placed in the blacklist for future references.

Link to Ingress Door Access System
IngressVMS must be linked to Ingress Door Access
Control System and this connection allows assignment of
access control permission to visitors, complete with each
visitor’s Route History, for effective monitoring and audit
trail.

Enhance Emergency Response
During emergencies IngressVMS can provide effective
audit to determine who are still in the building and
which are the last known point of access for effective
evacuation. Visitor Management System is also
important to enhance emergency response to natural
disaster, fire, hijack and etc.

Why industries are
suitable for IngressVMS?

IngressVMS is suitable for industries that
require high security and confidentiality
protection; it is flexible with rich features
for diverse visitor management processes
and policy requirements to help you
identify, select and implement the
appropriate controls. High-end offices and
residential buildings are in need of effective
VMS to better manage the visitors into
their organizations and premises as well as
to keep their visitors’ list clean at all times
by making sure that visitors do not bring
external security threats into any premises.

Link to Third Party Security Solutions
IngressVMS can be linked to third party security
solutions such as CCTV and alarm for a comprehensive
access system besides projecting a positive image as a
company that puts security first without compromising on visitors’ convenience.

Generate 5 Useful Reports
• Visitor Profile Report: Lists down all current and
previous visitors in the system
• Blacklisted Visitor Report: Provides information
about all blacklisted visitors and the reasons
• Current Status of Visitor Report: Presents the list of all
current visitors who are still present in the premise(s)
• Prebooked/Reserved Visitor Report: Displays visitor
requests to visit through web application but haven’t
checked in
• Total Visitors Report: Lists down quantity of visitors
based on a specified date range

User-friendly Inferface
IngressVMS is designed with user-friendly interface
complete with guides and manuals, suitable for all
kinds of users even non-IT personnel.

What is a
prerequisite to
start using
IngressVMS?

To be able to use IngressVMS,
installation of Ingress door
access system is a MUST
because IngressVMS will be
using crucial data in the
Ingress server. At this
moment, IngressVMS cannot
be standalone without Ingress
but FingerTec is keeping the
option open for the future.

Do I need any other hardware to
complete the IngressVMS?

IngressVMS requires your organizations to be installed
with FingerTec devices that support RFID cards for access
such as R2, R3, Kadex, iKiosk 100 Plus, Q2i, m-kadex, H2i
and Face ID 3. Ingress VMS also supports all Ingressus
controller models. Time Attendance and Standalone
products such as TA100CR, s-kadex and H3i cannot be
used with IngressVMS because this system is meant for
access control and it has to be connected to the central
Ingress server. Face ID 2 and Face ID 4d are not compatible with IngressVMS because the terminals do not
support TimeZone setting.

Do you provide any demo to try before
the purchase?

End-user will be provided with a 1-month trial license
key for demo purpose and all FingerTec resellers will be
issued with trial license keys for a period of one year.
The keys can be obtained through our website at
http://www.fingertec.com/images/w_brochure/softwar
e-ingressVMS_e.html

Supports a variety of languages
IngressVMS supports English, Malay, Indonesia,
Spanish, Chinese Traditional, Chinese Simplified,
Arabic, Hindi, Portuguese, Vietnamese, Thai for
international clients’ convenience.

Contact info@fingertec.com
to get quotation for IngressVMS price.
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